Seeding Criteria
NOTE: It is very important that you enter the correct record, criteria values, and
seeding category for each wrestler in your line-up. Failure to do so will result
in your wrestler being seeded incorrectly.
1) All team line-ups, records, and seeding criteria must be entered in TrackWrestling
by 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday, December 22, 2021. After that time, you will
need to contact Jason Lulloff at (920) 286-1406 or luljas@holmen.k12.wi.us for any
changes (i.e., roster substitutions, weight class changes, etc.) no later than Friday,
December 24:
2) To enter your team’s information, go to the Bi-State Classic in TrackWrestling:
 Enter all participant information correctly in the Participant Info section.
 Enter the name of each wrestler in proper case -- do not enter their names in all
caps.
 Make sure you enter a record for each wrestler.
 For each wrestler, enter their results from the 2019 Bi-State Classic, as well as
last season’s Regional, Sectional, and State tournaments.
 Accurately complete all information in the Criteria Values section.
 Select a seeding category (1-9) for each wrestler. To ensure your wrestler is
properly seeded, it is very important that you choose the correct category.
3) Initial seeding is determined by the information you enter into TrackWrestling.
4) You will not be required to enter head-to-head information. This only becomes
relevant for seeding when two wrestlers are within the same category and right next
to one another in the preliminary seeds. If you have an instance where you feel
head-to-head should be a consideration, please be prepared to communicate this
to your official during your scheduled call-in. Note the following:
 If a wrestler has beaten a wrestler within one slot above him and has not lost to
any wrestler below the wrestler he beat, the wrestler will get moved ahead of
the wrestler he beat.
 If a wrestler has beaten a wrestler but lost to another wrestler below the
wrestler he beat, that wrestler will not be moved.
5) Seeding call-in times are between 2:30 - 5:15 p.m. on Tuesday, December 28.
Please check the call-in matrix posted on the Bi-State Classic website to find the
time slot in which your school is scheduled to call the assigned seeding official.
Note that it is mandatory for each school to call in during their designated time,
even if there are no line-up or seeding changes.
6) Final seeding will be determined by the officials at the seeding meeting after
considering all factors.

